USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10208.23

Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
XO_Shras says:
:: In the command chair on the bridge ::
Host Bob_SM says:
THE USS GENEVA SITS MOTIONLESS IN SPACE WHILE MOST SHIP SYSTEMS ARE CURRENTLY UNPOWERED AFTER THE INCIDENT WITH THE MICROSPECIES
CEO_Stricker says:
::Is in Main Engineering at the main console station::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Sitting down getting his second wind back::
TO_Usimov says:
::checking the console to be sure there are no more micro-species are aboard::
CNS_Bauer says:
:: On bridge amazed and stunned by what has just happened to him::
OPS_Cailand says:
::begins checking and re-powering systems....::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Decides to sit on the floor for a while::
XO_Shras says:
OPS: Get me an estimate on power restoration
EO_Chapu says:
:: Watches the counter stop and the power slowly rebuild ::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Do you have any reports from our repair teams Lieutenant?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Looks over at the CNS and smiles:: CNS_Bauer: Looks like you did it Zach.
EO_Chapu says:
Main Engineering:  What the h#@%?  :: starts getting this coordinated ::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO: Lt. Asmodeius are you having any luck getting the power back to the shields and weapons?
OPS_Cailand says:
::nods to the XO::
XO_Shras says:
CNS: Counselor, are you alright?
XO_Shras says:
CNS: If you need a chair you have permission to sit in the executive chair....
CSO_Taal says:
::on bridge at science station::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Jumps up at Asmodeius' words. ALL: Do you all know what just happened?  My god it was incredible.
XO_Shras says:
CTO: Begins shipwide inspection for those specs of light, report on the progress
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Right at the moment I am not even at my station since that took a lot out of me but I will be on it in a sec.
CMO_Tunik says:
::sickbay was prepped for emergency before he left, nods to Madison who has done an excellent job:: Madison: Where is Berlin?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Gets up and goes over to tactical:: XO: Yes sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
ALL/SELF: That was first contact wasn't it.......?  Imagine that.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Sir, Repair Teams have attempting to repair ever since we first started.  Up until this point, there has been no success.  Now, we are going to be in good shape.
CMO_Tunik says:
<Madison> CMO: Berlin went to help some of the people who were... incapacitated. ::smiles tempted to tell him German::
CSO_Taal says:
::trying to get sensors online::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Orders Alpha team to make a deck by deck search. Also begins to runs sensor scan of the ship.::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO: Lt., are you all right or would you prefer that I try?  At the moment I am just checking to be sure that all the micro species have left the ship.
XO_Shras says:
CNS: You seem troubled counselor, do you want me to contact sickbay?
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Ok, are there any systems that need more a power boost because I can call the OPS for some help?
EO_Chapu says:
:: runs around ME, getting the Life Support and Environmental systems restored ::
OPS_Cailand says:
::looks up:: XO: Estimated time for complete power restoration is one...solar...day.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: No that is fine, I can do it. Just needed to catch my breath there.
CEO_Stricker says:
::Running around helping the EO::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Takes out PADD and begins to write a log entry.   He lies down on the floor on his stomach out of the way.  He needs to get this all down while it’s clear::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: It has been awhile since I have had to go that deep.
CSO_Taal says:
::raises eyebrow::
XO_Shras says:
OPS: Then well have to make the best use of this downtime!
CMO_Tunik says:
::likes his medical staff:: Madison: Get out there with the Gamma Medical team. Get people in here who need treatment. If... the situation is worse than we believe.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Right now, Commander, we need to raise Life Support and Environmental Systems to suggested minimum, before we get on with anything else.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Huh? What? Sickbay? No? I don’t need that..... I feel fantabulous.  Did you see me Commander; it was great.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
XO: Sir so far it appears that our guests have left the ship.
TO_Usimov says:
::glances sideways at Wolfgar to be sure he really is all right:: CTO_Asmodeius: All right as long as you aren't too wiped out.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Acknowledged, I'll call it in.
XO_Shras says:
:: makes a personal note about suggesting a counseling session for.... the counselor ::
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow at Zach, tilting her head slightly.... odd.... nods to the XO:: XO: I believe I know what you are referring to, and I concur Commander.
CEO_Stricker says:
*OPS*: Engineering to Bridge.
OPS_Cailand says:
::taps her combadge:: *CEO*: GO ahead.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Rubs his sore neck then writes::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Smiles at Katerina:: TO_Usimov: No I am fine now really I am. Just haven't pumped that must power in a long time.
CEO_Stricker says:
*OPS*: We need some more power life support and environmental system. Can you give us any power?
EO_Chapu says:
*Repair Teams*: Chapu' to Repair Teams.  All teams, all decks.  Get cracking on those repairs.  We need everything running. By the end of the day, if possible.
XO_Shras says:
*CMO*: Doctor, do we have any casualties?
OPS_Cailand says:
::taps a few controls:: *CEO*: Yes, I should be able to. Give me a moment to reroute power.....
CEO_Stricker says:
*OPS*: Acknowledged!
CSO_Taal says:
::checking sensor logs::
TO_Usimov says:
::smiles back at Wolfgar:: CTO_Asmodeius: I am glad to hear that you are okay, I was a little worried about you.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: We're getting some power from the bridge. The OPS is allocating it.
XO_Shras says:
CSO: Maybe we can turn whatever sensors we have left, or a probe, to study this system here....
EO_Chapu says:
:: returns to the central console and calls up some reports ::
CMO_Tunik says:
*XO*: I have medical teams running throughout the ship. Some are faced with nausea, slight discomfort, and confusion. A simple hypospray will handle that. No serious conditions yet sir.
CSO_Taal says:
XO: Perhaps.
EO_Chapu says:
:: Nods to acknowledge the CEO ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Turns onto his side and looks for Shras:: XO: The Captain said to stay here she wanted to talk at me.  Where did she go?
OPS_Cailand says:
::inhales sharply as her prosthetic arm causes a sharp pain to shoot up her arm, but refrains from wincing.... she opens and closes her hand a few times:: *CEO*: I.. have rerouted power, do you require any more?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Continues to scan for the micro life forms:: TO_Usimov: I won’t be doing any long distance runs for a few days.
XO_Shras says:
CSO: You might need to send someone to manually configure the probe, engineering is probably having enough for now...
OPS_Cailand says:
::rolls her wrist in a circle, holding her arm at a slight 90-degree angle and working with her other hand::
CSO_Taal says:
XO: Internal sensors are limited. 
CEO_Stricker says:
*OPS*: Thank you and if we do, I'll call it in. Stricker out!
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: I would imagine that would take lots out of you, physically, especially since you haven't done it in quite some time.  I am glad that the results were successful, however.
OPS_Cailand says:
::closes the comm link from her end  and continues her work, not using her prosthetic limb at the moment::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Taps console:: EO: Ok, there. Those two systems are back up to minimum power. Is there anything else the repair teams wanted?
EO_Chapu says:
:: goes to the other side of the console and notes that the two systems are at suggested minimums ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Goes back and quickly scribes his tale::
CMO_Tunik says:
::scans a patient facing the discomfort he described:: Crewman: Discomfort in the mid chest region correct? A burning sensation?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Me too, but my instructors would most likely flaw me for being so out of shape. ::Smiles at that statement::
CMO_Tunik says:
<Crewman> ::nods, still having trouble breathing:: CMO: That's right on the nose doctor.
CEO_Stricker says:
::Taps his console:: EO: What about engine power?
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Well, Commander, from here, we just have to re-route power from here, primarily, and run start-up systems on the systems that have been shut-down.
CMO_Tunik says:
::curious why he's talking about his nose, there were no other nose irritations:: Crewman: There is something on your nose?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Stands up.  Paces around the bridge waiting for the Captain::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
XO: Sir, decks one thru three are cleared of the alien life forms, sir. ::After getting the report from Alpha team::
XO_Shras says:
CTO: Good, keep me posted
CTO_Asmodeius says:
XO: Will do sir.
CMO_Tunik says:
<Crewman> CMO: It's an expression sir. Right on the nose means... you're perfectly right. Those are the exact... ::groans:: ... symptoms.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Which is the most primary system that was shut down in that we'll need to re-start?
XO_Shras says:
*CMO*: If you have any critical or fatalities let me now as soon as possible
CMO_Tunik says:
::blinks:: Crewman: Oh... Okay. ::injects him:: Your discomfort should be gone in no time.
OPS_Cailand says:
::continues working with her one arm, and quickly rerouting power, trying to shorten the time needed to be back at full operation...::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  :: goes to the Warp Core station and starts the manual start-up sequence ::  I've re-initialized the Warp Core.
CNS_Bauer says:
::After circling the bridge several times goes to Shras::
TO_Usimov says:
<Self>: I think Wolfgar looks like he is fine shape to me.
CMO_Tunik says:
::taps combadge:: *XO*: I will sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Sir?
XO_Shras says:
CNS: Counselor?
CSO_Taal says:
::assigns science teams to help survey damage on the ship::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: ::Follows Chapu to the Warp Core station:: In everything ready for restart?
Host Bob_SM says:
THE GENEVA BEGINS TO DRIFT TOWARDS A LARGE EXPANSE OF WHAT APPEARS TO BE MOSTLY EMPTY SPACE
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*CMO*: Hey doc, could you send something up for a headache?
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Should I stay and wait for The Captain or can I go elsewhere.  If no one needs anything....that is.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
XO: Sir, we appear to be drifting towards a large expanse of empty space sir, or as far as I can tell from what sensors I have available.
CMO_Tunik says:
::remembers a remark Tom Travis once made:: *CTO*: I've heard that joke before. My medical staff does not provide those kinds of favors.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Well, Commander, most of the power is generated through the Warp Core.  It will take a couple of hours before it can be used.  But if we get it started with the power generation and power flow, we can easily get everything else up and running.
XO_Shras says:
CNS: You can return to your business, but I think you should go talk with doctor Tunik, just a suggestion.
XO_Shras says:
CTO: Investigate; make sure it is safe for the ship in its actual condition
EO_Chapu says:
:: calibrates the Warp Core a bit ::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Ok then commence with its reinstallation. Once we get more power we can install some secondary systems such as the inertial dampening field and the dorsal emitters.
OPS_Cailand says:
::overheard the CTO and quickly begins checking on her own sensors, working still one-handed::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: I'll take it under advisement. Thank you Sir. Excuse me, Sir.  ::Turns towards Turbo lift::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: We can maybe even get the dilithium crystal chamber working again.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*CMO*: Sorry but it is not a joke just went through a major telepathic assist and need something to dull the pain to allow me to focus on my job.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: It seems that there are no more micro species on the Geneva.
CO_Eden says:
::Steps onto the bridge from her Ready Room:: All: Report!
CNS_Bauer says:
::Enters Turbo-lift:: COMPUTER: Deck 5, please.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: It looks that way so far but we will know for sure soon enough.
OPS_Cailand says:
::is slightly startled, but quickly looks up::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Aye, sir.  As you can see, Ens. Novok is preparing to get that going.
XO_Shras says:
:: gets out of the command chair ::
CMO_Tunik says:
::blinks:: *CTO*: Oh. Sorry Lieutenant. I just remembered an old prank involving handcuffs and my medical staff. ::thinks he may have said too much:: I will send it to the bridge.
XO_Shras says:
CO: Ship in repair and search in progress....
EO_Chapu says:
:: Moves to the opposite side of where he is and hits a couple of buttons ::
XO_Shras says:
CO: We are adrift but not in danger for now
CNS_Bauer says:
COMPUTER: Hey, computer, guess what? I made first contact with a new life form just know......cool huh?
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Of course, tell her also get see Lt. JG Green. We might even need his help because he is the Warp Core Specialist.
XO_Shras says:
:: Moves in front of the executive chair ::
CO_Eden says:
::Nods to Shras:: XO: Thank you Commander.  What about the ships?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*CMO*: Thanks it will be much appreciated.
CNS_Bauer says:
<COMPUTER> CNS: Congratulations, Sir.
TO_Usimov says:
::working to help Wolfgar gain more power for the shields and weapons::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Aye, sir.
XO_Shras says:
CO: No major casualties, the ship will be powered back in half earth day
CNS_Bauer says:
COMPUTER: Thanks. ::Exits on Deck 5::
CMO_Tunik says:
Orik: Report to the bridge with... ::looks through his hypospray belt and pulls out the right one:: ... with this. I believe 2 ccs should be enough for his headache.
CEO_Stricker says:
::Taps some buttons on his console::
CMO_Tunik says:
<Orik> ::blinks:: CMO: For who sir?
CMO_Tunik says:
Orik: Lieutenant Asmodeius. You should find him at the tactical console.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
XO: Sir the ship is cleared of the micro life forms, sir.
OPS_Cailand says:
::turns around to the console display behind her to reallocate more power... Holodecks.. We don't need Holodecks....::
XO_Shras says:
CO: We are looking for any specs left, five decks cleared for now...
CMO_Tunik says:
<Orik> ::nods:: CMO: Understood sir. ::exits sickbay and heads for turbolift::
EO_Chapu says:
Novok:  Ens. Novok,  :: he turns around, only to meet her eyes seconds after he turned :: have Lt. JG. Green help you with that.  We need those Engines.  Understood?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Rubs his temple::
XO_Shras says:
CO: Correction, all the ship is cleared now.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Gets to quarters and tells Goliath all about the little ships and talking to PTuie.  Then they do the happy dance::
CO_Eden says:
XO: Continue with the efforts.  There's not much we can do for now.
CEO_Stricker says:
CIV: ::Yells around Engineering:: Report for duty!
CO_Eden says:
OPS: Has Starfleet received our reports on the specks?
EO_Chapu says:
<Novok> EO:  Aye, sir.  I'll go to Lt. JG.  Green right now, sir. :: walks past Chapu' and into Lt. JG Green's work station ::
TO_Usimov says:
::notices that Wolfgar is rubbing his temple::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Stops and grabs his neck:: SELF: Ooowww!  GOLIATH: That's enough pal, I'll sit the rest of this one out.
EO_Chapu says:
:: turns back around and inputs some data into the screen he's at ::
OPS_Cailand says:
::checks the transmission again:: CO: I just finished transmitting them ma'am.... ::rests her arm against her side and continues working with the other hand, ignoring the throbbing of her arm.. hmm... that's irritating, not painful but definitely annoying::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Continues to work on bring the ship's shields online::
CMO_Tunik says:
<Orik> ::exits turbolift and enters the bridge:: Self: Now where is this Asmodeius. ::tries to remember his face, and sees a man at the tactical console:: Self: That's the guy. ::walks forward with hypospray::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: How long do you think it will take before we can put some more power into those systems?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Goes next door to office, sits at his desk and writes a detailed report on the events of this day::
CO_Eden says:
OPS: Good... thank you.  Hopefully Starfleet will send out notices to leave this space undisturbed.
CO_Eden says:
*CEO*: Engineering, how are repairs progressing?
OPS_Cailand says:
CTO: Do you require more power for the shields and weapons?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Notices the medical personnel and motions him over::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  I'd say about 10 more minutes, sir.
CMO_Tunik says:
::sees the Captain, has only seen her three times, almost trips over own feet:: Self: Focus you clumsy Bolian. ::walks to Asmodeius who's motioning to him:: Orik: Hello sir.
OPS_Cailand says:
::pauses briefly as she glances up to him, then back down to her console::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
OPS_Cailand: Need another thirty percent if you can manage it.
XO_Shras says:
:: sits in his chair ::
CEO_Stricker says:
*CO*: Good to hear from you Captain. Three repairs team are currently deployed to repair various systems. In 10 minutes we'll have enough energy from the warp core to generate more power through out here.
CMO_Tunik says:
<Orik> CTO: How... how are you Lieutenant? Mild or severe headache?
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Thank you Lieutenant.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Thought the crew would have gotten more excited at what happened.  Guess when you get old nothing excites you much::
OPS_Cailand says:
::nods, stretching out  her arm once them returning it to its resting place against her side:: CTO: I shall attempt  to reallocate as close to thirty percent as possible Lieutenant.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
Orik: Moderate is the case.
EO_Chapu says:
:: moves back to the Warp Core Station and checks the status ::
TO_Usimov says:
::notices that Wolfgar is looking for the medical personal::<self>: he really isn't as well as he is trying to make me believe he is.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
OPS_Cailand: That would be great.
CO_Eden says:
*CEO*: Good to hear Commander.  Your staff is commendable.
CMO_Tunik says:
<Orik> ::nods:: CTO: The doctor was right. 2 ccs should be enough. ::raises hypospray:: You afraid of injections?
CO_Eden says:
*CMO*: Doctor, how are our latest patients doing?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
Orik: Never.
CEO_Stricker says:
*CO*: I contacted OPS earlier. She put power back into life support and environmental systems. Those are no longer a priority,,,, thank you so much for your kind words Captain
Host Bob_SM ACTION: THE COMPUTER ANNOUNCES TO THE CREW (Warning Outer Hull Breach.wav)
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods to a patient:: *CO*: Most have mild cases of nausea. Burning in the chest. However, a few have stated that they have breathing and heart problems.
EO_Chapu says:
:: goes to the central console as he listens to the announcement ::
CMO_Tunik says:
<Orik> CTO: That's good. One man poked me in the eyes and ran. ::injects him in the neck with 2ccs:: All done.
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises both eyebrows and frowns:: CO: Captain, we have an outer hull breach forming
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Works on getting more power to structure integrity::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Try to fix the breach! ::goes over to Chapu's console::
XO_Shras says:
CTO: What is that?
CO_Eden says:
OPS: Source?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
Orik: Thanks that is much better now I can concentrate on our new problem.
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Crawls out of a JT after finishing some repairs::
OPS_Cailand says:
::looks over to the CTO and shuts power to a nonessential system to give the CTO more power::
EO_Chapu says:
Self:  What the . . .  :: starts looking for the Outer Hull Breach ::
CIV_Jacobs says:
Self: What now?
XO_Shras says:
OPS: Locate and redirect engineering teams to it, evacuate the area of non-essential personnel
CO_Eden says:
CTO: Seal the breach and erect force fields on those decks.
CSO_Taal says:
::surveying damage with tricorder::
CNS_Bauer says:
*CO*: When you get the time I'd like to discuss..... Certain promises I made to get the space specks off the ship.  
CMO_Tunik says:
<Orik> ::smiles and nods:: CTO: Glad to help. ::watches the bridge crew work:: Self: Maybe I'll be up here in... Four or five years. ::heads to turbolift::
OPS_Cailand says:
CO: Unknown at the moment. I am working on it. ::works as fast as possible with one hand:: XO: Already done. ::taps combadge:: *CEO*: I have requested engineering teams report to Deck 7 Section 10 to secure an outer hull breach.
TO_Usimov says:
<Self>: What in the world is an Outer Hull Breach?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
XO: We have an eminent out hull breach, looking into it as we speak sir. ::Runs scans over the infected area::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE SHIP DRIFTS FURTHER AND FURTHER INTO THE VOID AREA. THE DENSITY OF STARS DIMINISHES SLOWLY
CEO_Stricker says:
*OPS*: Aye, aye! We're getting those teams together right now!
EO_Chapu says:
Self:  Let's see, . . . . . . Deck . . . . Seven . . . .Section . . . . . Ten.
CMO_Tunik says:
::curious why the ship is acting so... well... weird:: *CO*: Captain... is something happening I don't know about?
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: You heard them, deploy teams Delta and Foxtrot to deck seven section 10!
OPS_Cailand says:
::curses to herself softly in Romulan:: CO: Captain, we are drifting further into th....void area....the star density is decreasing.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Goes next door to quarters.  Takes off his shirt to check to see if the bruises are fading yet::  SELF: Still noticeable.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
XO: Still have no idea what is causing it at the moment, can't get an accurate scan of the problem, sir.
CO_Eden says:
*CNS*: Now might be a good time if those ship specks have anything to do with the hull breach.  What did they tell you Lieutenant?
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: Just what in the world is going on out there Lt?
EO_Chapu says:
*Repair Team Delta, Foxtrot*:  Repair Teams to Deck 7, Section 10.  On the double.  We have an Outer Hull Breach
CEO_Stricker says:
*OPS*: Teams are being deployed right now! There are on there way!
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: What's up there on deck 7 section 10?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Good question run section by section scan of the ship.
TO_Usimov says:
::checking consoles to see what is going on outside the ship::
CNS_Bauer says:
*CO*: I'm coming back to the bridge, Ma'am, I think that best.
TO_Usimov says:
::running section by section scan of the ship::
TO_Usimov says:
::starting scanning forward::
CO_Eden says:
*CNS*: Understood.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Puts shirt back on:: SELF: Oooww.
OPS_Cailand says:
*CEO*: Acknowledged. Are there any possible options I am not thinking of to stop the drifting of the ship.. That I am not thinking of?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Continues to scan the ship trying to find that problem and what is causing it::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Exits quarters and makes way to the Bridge::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Let me think . . .
TO_Usimov says:
::Continues scanning of the ship inch by inch, but finds nothing at all::
CEO_Stricker says:
*OPS*: Well we do not even have any engine power so slowing down isn't an option. You could try a reverse pull tractor beam.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
XO: Sir one thing I have notice is that we are getting nothing from that void and I mean absolutely nothing, sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Enters Bridge.... goes to Captain::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Those are the Science Labs and the Computer Core, sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Hi.
CMO_Tunik says:
<Mitchell> CMO: It was very interesting. I... managed to get enough courage to knock, knock, who's there Crewman Liz Bridges. As soon as I start talking... those little light thingies zap me.
OPS_Cailand says:
*CEO*: Understood....I am unsure if we shall have the power. I will begin working on it.
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: OFF IN THE DISTANCE, CREW NEAR EXTERIOR WINDOWS, SEE WHAT APPEARS FIRST TO BE SOMETHING LIKE PULSATING LIGHTNING.....
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: The computer core? Damn! We need to transfer its power down here, and you do that?
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: What's this about a hull breach?
OPS_Cailand says:
*CEO*: Your expertise in the matter would be greatly appreciated.
XO_Shras says:
:: looks at the report on his controls ::
CMO_Tunik says:
::blinks:: Mitchell: Knock, knock, who's there? What is that? Why are you using that as a verb?
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: I am finding a small hole in shuttle bay 2, sir.
XO_Shras says:
CSO:  I think you should evacuate your teams from deck 7 chief
EO_Chapu says:
:: moves to the Warp Core Station and checks the power status ::
CO_Eden says:
CNS: The outer hull is breaching for some unknown reason.   Now about those promises... what were they?
CEO_Stricker says:
*OPS*: Use a regular tractor beam from the auxiliary power conduit and then reverse its matter.... you are welcomed.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Right. CEO: There is a small hole in Shuttlebay Two.
CMO_Tunik says:
<Mitchell> CMO: It means, say hi. Greet her. Have a short conversation.
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE PULSATING LIGHTNING IS COMING TOWARDS THE SHIP... SLOWLY AT FIRST.... AND AS THE LIGHT APPROACHES..... IT GAINS IN SIZE AND STRENGTH.......
CSO_Taal says:
*CO*: Captain, I'm on deck 2 looking out a window. It appears there is a pulsating lightning.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: ::points towards the windows:: Did you see that Lieutenant?
XO_Shras says:
*CMO*: Prepare for possible casualties, we have a hull breach in progress
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Yup.
CMO_Tunik says:
Mitchell: You humans have very peculiar terms. However, your symptoms were mild and I have repaired them.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: It is coming right for us.
CSO_Taal says:
*CO*: It is apparently getting bigger in size.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
XO: Sir, that pattern of lights is coming our way and is getting stronger, sir.
EO_Chapu says:
:: His hands swiftly move across the Warp Core station as he attempts to transfer power to the Computer Core ::
CMO_Tunik says:
::taps combadge:: *XO*: Understood Commander. Do you know the source?
OPS_Cailand says:
::eyes widen slightly and she blinks:: CO: Um.....Captain...there is a ::can't think of the word and tilts her head::
CO_Eden says:
*CSO*: Can you describe it in more depth?
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: They just want to be left alone. Free to live without the "giants".  Can't we get Starfleet to quarantine this mini-section of space, you know, make it private.
XO_Shras says:
CTO/CSO: Your analysis on it?
TO_Usimov says:
::trying to analyze what the lightening bolts are doing::
CSO_Taal says:
*CO*: It's like the lightning storms on Delvonian Prime.
CO_Eden says:
CNS: I've already suggested it to Starfleet in my report.  ::Hesitates:: Do you think the ships are causing this breach?
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I promised them no one would invade them again for our freedom.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
XO: Sir the energy readings are off the scale sir.
CSO_Taal says:
*CO*: Except it's getting bigger. 
CEO_Stricker says:
::Runs over to see what Chapu is doing:: EO: Save it into the secondary power conduit but under a file called auxiliary power.
XO_Shras says:
CNS: We will leave a buoy and ask Starfleet to make this region out of reach for ships, as soon as we can depart...
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: The energy readings on that lightening are off the scale.
CO_Eden says:
*CSO*: Do you have any idea where it came from?
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Walks quickly back to Main Engineering::
CO_Eden says:
OPS: Can we get the lightning on screen?
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: No Ma'am, I don't think there are responsible for the breach.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Aye, sir.  I hope this works in time.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*CEO*: There is a small hole in Shuttlebay two that needs immediate attention.
OPS_Cailand says:
::nods and adjusts power to put the.. lightning... on the view screen::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: PTuie and I put a trust in each other I think them to be an honorable species.
CEO_Stricker says:
*CTO*: Thank you, a repair team will be there on the double!
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Deploy repair team Able to shuttle bay 2. Tell them to proceed with caution!
CO_Eden says:
CNS: Okay, I believe you.  I don't think the light ships would attack us again either.  Is there something else out there that could pose a threat?
CSO_Taal says:
*CO*: I believe it originated from the void.
CSO_Taal says:
*CO*: I am uncertain. I do not have any conclusive evidence.
CIV_Jacobs says:
CEO/EO: What's going on?
CMO_Tunik says:
::takes the lack of response as a... I'm busy:: Orik: We may have casualties. There is a hull breach.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Well aren't we near Cardassian space?
CO_Eden says:
*CSO*: Understood.  Return the bridge.  I'd like to gather more information on this anomaly.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Sir, can't you see that I'm a little tied up at the moment, trying to re-route power to the Computer Core?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
XO: Sir our shields at current strength will not stand up to that, sir.
CEO_Stricker says:
CIV: Oh thank God you are here Commander. I've been calling you name for a while.... two breaches one in the warp core and one in shuttle bay two. Teams are on it now.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Ok!
CSO_Taal says:
*CO*: Acknowledged. Taal out.
CSO_Taal says:
::heads for the bridge::
XO_Shras says:
OPS: We will need maximum power to integrity and defensive shields and if possible impulse power...
CIV_Jacobs says:
CEO: Anything I can do?
CMO_Tunik says:
<Orik> ::blinks:: CMO: Hull breach? Oh no. We may have an even worse problem. They could get sucked into space... and we wouldn't be able to do anything about it. Or even worse, the breach could grow to the point where we all... ::stops noticing Tunik's facial expression as annoyance::
CEO_Stricker says:
*Able Repair Team*: Go to shuttle bay 2 and proceed with caution to repair a breach! Over and out! Move fast!
CO_Eden says:
::Glances at the view screen as the patch increases in intensity::
OPS_Cailand says:
::nods working quickly with one hand:: XO: I have diverted what power is possible to shields and structural integrity already. We are working on the impulse.....
CMO_Tunik says:
Orik: They have everything under control. If the hull breach grew... they would warn us and may even abandon ship if it was serious.
EO_Chapu says:
:: gets some power routed to the Computer Core ::
CEO_Stricker says:
CIV: Yes, help the EO with rerouting our auxiliary power from the core which is close to a third breach on deck 7 section 10 and help him reroute the power to our secondary conduit.
CSO_Taal says:
::enters bridge::
CSO_Taal says:
::goes back to science station::
CEO_Stricker says:
*XO*: Engineering to Bridge! Commander I need to tell you something!
CNS_Bauer says:
::Goes to an empty work station and begins running some theories and hypotheticals to the computer, to see if he can get a clue of what's happening now::
EO_Chapu says:
:: starts re-routing power to the Primary Systems ::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Go help the repair team heading for the Shuttlebay. Also take security team Bravo.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: I am on my way, sir.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Be careful.
CIV_Jacobs says:
CEO: Very well.  ::Begins rerouting power::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Thinks about another link but his head really, really hurts::
CMO_Tunik says:
<Orik> CMO: Doctor... I'm a doctor not a commando. Who knows what could happen? I wasn't trained for this.
OPS_Cailand says:
::continues on power allocation:: *CEO*: Any suggestions for regaining impulse power? The XO bids us to attempt any possibilities...
CEO_Stricker says:
CIV: Thank you Commander
CMO_Tunik says:
Orik: Settle down or I will sedate you.
CMO_Tunik says:
<Orik> ::nods:: CMO: Sorry sir.
CEO_Stricker says:
*OPS*: Is there any ways you can put some auxiliary power into the impulse engines?
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: I will be careful, sir.  I will also be sure to check my environmental suit very carefully.
EO_Chapu says:
:: Attempts to get power through the Impulse Systems while getting power to all Primary Systems ::
OPS_Cailand says:
*CEO*: I have been rerouting what I can, but short of shutting down to the bare minimum of systems, I am unsure if I can reroute enough power.
TO_Usimov says:
::walking toward the transporter::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Good, we don't need a repeat of my foolishness would like to see you come back with no trouble at all.
CMO_Tunik says:
Orik: Did I ever tell you about my first mission on board the Expedition?
TO_Usimov says:
::taps combadge::
CMO_Tunik says:
<Orik> ::gaining composure:: CMO: Umm. No sir. You haven't.
CSO_Taal says:
::scans lightning storms with sensors::
CEO_Stricker says:
*OPS*: The auxiliary core is right in the middle of one of the breaches so we're rerouting power. Ok, take all auxiliary systems offline and send the remaining power over to us now!
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Continues to try and scan the ball of lightning::
TO_Usimov says:
Bravo: I will need some help down in shuttle bay 2. There is a small hole in the ship and we will have to help CIV Jacobs weld it.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Runs scenarios on all possible causes and begins an elimination process::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION:AS THE LIGHTNING PULSES APPROACH, THE CREW BEGINS TO REALIZE HOW BIG THEY REALLY ARE AS THE TIME IT IS TAKING THEM TO APPROACH IS LENGTHY.....
EO_Chapu says:
:: is surprised that the Impulse systems are working properly ::
OPS_Cailand says:
::works quickly with her good hand, following the CEO's instructions:: *CEO*: Done. I am sending other power that I have available as well.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Rubs the wrist he's working with and taps away at console::
CEO_Stricker says:
*OPS*: Also, tell command that the repairs are done and completed!
TO_Usimov says:
::enters shuttle bay 2 right behind CIV_Jacobs::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Commander, the Impulse systems are working.  How, I don't even know, sir>
TO_Usimov says:
*CIV_Jacobs*: I have a couple of members of Bravo Team coming to help.  We need to get this done quickly as there is some sort of ball of lightening heading toward the ship and I am afraid there will be more damage.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: I got OPS to reroute power from the auxiliary and secondary systems Lieutenant.
OPS_Cailand says:
::looks up:: CO/XO: Engineering reports all repairs have been completed.
CIV_Jacobs says:
CEO: OK, looks like Chapu has everything under control here.  Need anything else?  How are those hull breaches doing?
CEO_Stricker says:
CIV: Our repair teams reported in and repairs are completed Commander
XO_Shras says:
OPS: Then get us to a safe distance of those storms
XO_Shras says:
OPS: Make it progressive acceleration, test the repairs
OPS_Cailand says:
XO: We do not have that much power sir. Engineering and I are working on it.
CIV_Jacobs says:
CEO: Good... well, back to work on the propulsion systems then.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
XO: Sir that thing is bigger then the Geneva, sir.
CEO_Stricker says:
*OPS*: I'm sending you are reports on the repairs and our test Lieutenant! ::Send info to the OPS::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Commander, just about everything is being power.  We just need time to re-calibrate the systems.
CEO_Stricker says:
CIV: Take caution Commander.
CO_Eden says:
*CEO*: We need propulsion Commander.  That lightning cloud isn't slowing down and I don't want to stick around to find out how harmful it could be.
CEO_Stricker says:
*CO*: The OPS and I rerouted power to impulse engines and they are a go sir!
OPS_Cailand says:
*CEO*: Understood. We need to slowly move away form the light energy approaching us. I'm going to give the FCO the go ahead, but watch them closely.
XO_Shras says:
OPS: Then put everything we got on shields
CSO_Taal says:
::gathers sensor information::
TO_Usimov says:
*CTO_Asmodeius: I am on my way back, sir - the hole is fixed.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
XO: Sir it is five minutes out from us sir.
OPS_Cailand says:
::sends the FCO instructions and continues working with one hand:: XO: Aye sir.
XO_Shras says:
CO: Suggest  we alert everyone to brace for impact
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Power is being allocated in from OPS
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Ma'am, could it be that what is buggin' us now are the "Giants" PTuie told me about.  Couldn't they be creatures larger than us as we were to PTuie and Company?
TO_Usimov says:
::heads back to the bridge::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Good hurry back.
CMO_Tunik says:
Orik: It was 13 years ago. Klingons had attacked a Federation Colony. This region of space had nebula, and radiations which interfered with sensors. This made it very hard to detect the Klingons and their cloaking devices. I was on the surface assisting wounded from the colony. It was a battle field. I have been in numerous situations.
TO_Usimov says:
::thinking they are running me in circles here::
EO_Chapu says:
:: moves to the central console and starts to re-calibrate everything ::
TO_Usimov says:
::rushes into transporter::
CEO_Stricker says:
*CO*: Engineer reports. All systems are powered up and ready to go!
TO_Usimov says:
::rushes to the bridge::
CMO_Tunik says:
<Orik> CMO: You've been in Starfleet for 13 years?
CO_Eden says:
CNS: It's possible.  Do you really think that cloud is one of the "Giants"
TO_Usimov says:
::Breathes heavily while entering the bridge::
TO_Usimov says:
::sits down at console::
CMO_Tunik says:
Orik: More if you include my medical training with Starfleet Medical and Klingon Medical Academy.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I never thought a speck of light could be a ship either.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: I am back, sir. Sorry, there was some confusion about whom was to fix the hole - but it was done by the time I got there.
OPS_Cailand says:
<FCO_Sparky> ::looks at the captain:: CO: Permission to engage engines and move us away slowly?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Sees Katerina return to the bridge:: TO_Usimov: try and get more power to the shields.
CO_Eden says:
Sparky: Do it.  Move us away.
CO_Eden says:
OPS: Try hailing the cloud on all channels.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Anything to report Lieutenant?
EO_Chapu says:
:: Slowly, but surely and accurately, he calibrates the systems ::
OPS_Cailand says:
<FCO_Sparky> ::nods and begins working on it quickly::
CMO_Tunik says:
<Orik> ::gasps:: CMO: That's unbelievable.
TO_Usimov says:
::working on getting more power to the shields, but it isn't happening::
CO_Eden says:
CNS: See if you can communicate with it like you did with the specks.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Calibrations are under way, sir.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Good work Mister Chapu! ::Smiles::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: They are giant......but......huh? Ok.....I'll try....but I’m not sure I want them on my nose.
Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=PAUSING MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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